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Thrustmaster 2960846 gaming controller accessory Gaming
controller attachment

Brand : Thrustmaster Product code: 2960846

Product name : 2960846

- Standalone base for use with detachable Thrustmaster add-on grip
- Extensive in-game compatibility
- Compatible on PC with the following Thrustmaster flight stick grips
- Features H.E.A.R.T Hall Effect AccuRate Technology
- Compatible with the T.A.R.G.E.T advanced programming software
HOTAS Magnetic Base

Thrustmaster 2960846 gaming controller accessory Gaming controller attachment:

Standalone base for use with detachable Thrustmaster add-on grip.
Thrustmaster 2960846. Product type: Gaming controller attachment, Product colour: Black, Material:
Metal. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s), Package width: 140 mm, Package depth: 327 mm. Weight: 2.1 kg

Features

Product type * Gaming controller attachment
Product colour Black
Material Metal
Country of origin China

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Package width 140 mm

Packaging data

Package depth 327 mm
Package height 290 mm
Package weight 2.1 kg

Weight & dimensions

Weight 2.1 kg

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 8471607000
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